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Introduction

In the last years, fl ow cytometric immunophenotyping 
(FCI) has confi rmed its usefulness in the diagnostic approach 
of hematological malignancies. Signifi cant improvements 
in instrumentation and availability of an expanded range 
of monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs) and fl uorochromes 
has led to more accurate phenotyping of cells, leading to 
enhanced identifi cation of abnormal populations (1). Mul-
tiparameter fl ow cytometry (MFC) is now carried out with 
routine antibodies panels expanded up to 8 fl uorescences, 
but cytometers that allow 9-10-color immunophenotypic 
analyses are available (2). 
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In 2006 a panel of experts met in Bethesda and formu-
lated consensus recommendations for FCI in hematological 
malignancies. In particular, a practical approach was deli-
neated, based on the clinical presentation (3).

The World Health Organization (WHO) classifi cation 
for tumors of the hematopoietic and lymphoid tissues 
identifi es pathologic entities on the basis of morphologic, 
phenotypic, and genotypic features that are characteristic 
of each disease entity. Neoplasms of mature lymphoid cells 
include B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL), 
B-cell prolymphocytic leukemia (B-PLL) and the other 
diseases that are classifi ed as B-cell non-Hodgkin lympho-
mas (B-NHLs) (4). 

 Flow cytometry is a diagnostic tool able to identify 
lineage-associated antigens belonging to the B lineage (such 
as membrane B-cell markers and surface immunoglobulins). 
The 2008 WHO classifi cation confi rms that FCI studies are 
indispensable for the diagnosis of mature B-cell lymphoid 
neoplasms through the identifi cation of phenotypically ab-
normal cells belonging to the B-cell lineage and recognition 
of phenotypes characteristic of separate disease entities. 

This review is focused on the uses and current status of 
MFC in the evaluation of B-NHLs. The most useful mar-
kers (generally identifi ed as CD antigens) will be reviewed, 
with particular reference to their aberrant expression by 
lymphomatous lymphocytes. The capacity of FCI to iden-
tify specifi c pathologic patterns will be analyzed and the 
most recent opinions about a possible correlation between 
phenotypic behaviors and specifi c disease entities will be 
discussed. Finally, the merits and limitations of MFC will 
be analyzed, since its usefulness has to be compared with 
the properties of the other diagnostic techniques, such as 
morphology, immunohistochemistry, karyotyping, FISH, 
gene rearrangement assays.

 
B-cell-associated molecules with wide expression

B-lymphocytes are detected by using sensitive surface 
markers, such as CD19, CD20 and CD22. These molecu-
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les are also detected on the surface of pathologic cells in 
B-NHLs, but the pattern of their expression is generally 
different from the normal counterpart. In addition, signi-
fi cant differences can be found among the different types 
of B-NHLs, and variations in fl uorescence intensity can be 
useful in the differential diagnosis.

CD19 is the most useful diagnostic marker and an initial 
gate including the CD19+ population is a preliminary step to 
identify both normal and pathologic B-cell subpopulations. 
Diminished expression of CD19, in terms of surface molecule 
density, characterizes about 30% of B-NHLs and is a very 
frequent fi nding in follicular lymphomas (FL), accounting 
for about 80% of cases without any relationship with the 
histological grading (5). Some studies carried out by immuno-
histochemistry have shown that occasional B-NHLs, generally 
belonging to the diffuse large B-cell lymphoma subtype (DL-
BCL), may lack CD19 expression. This phenomenon seems 
to be more frequent in T-cell rich B-NHLs (6).

CD20 is characteristically dimly expressed, or may even 
be absent, in B-CLL/SLL (small lymphocytic lymphoma), 
while it is expressed with higher fl uorescence intensity by 
the other B-NHLs, with the highest expression in hairy cell 
leukemia (HCL) (7). It has been demonstrated that CD20 
mutations can occur in about 20% of cases because of a 
C-terminal deletion (8).

CD22 in another molecule expressed on cell surface 
by most of mature normal B-lymphocytes. In B-NHLs, 
the highest intensity of CD22 is found in HCL and B-PLL. 
Instead, B-CLL is characterized by very low levels of this 
markers or even by its absence. 

B-lymphocytes express a multimeric receptor complex, 
termed B-cell receptor (BCR) and classifi ed as CD79. It is 
composed of two domains, CD79a and CD79b; the former 
is the cytoplasmic domain of BCR and its recognition is 
made after cell membrane permeabilization, while the 
latter is the external domain and is labeled by routine 
methods. BCR has a key-role in antigen recognition and 
acts together with surface IgM and IgD (9). CD79a is an 
early B-cell marker, being found both in precursor B-cell 
neoplasias and in chronic lymphoproliferative diseases. 
CD79b expression has been shown useful in improving the 
diagnostic accuracy in distinguishing B-CLL from mantle 
cell lymphoma (MCL) or other B-NHLs that sometimes 
may mimic B-CLL because of unexpected CD5-positivity 
(10, 11). In fact, surface levels of CD79b are very low 
or even undetectable in most cases B-CLL and normally 
expressed in the majority of other B-LNHs. Some excep-
tions have been reported, because some cases of B-CLL 
show high CD79b levels (10) and occasional cases of HCL 
are characterized by relatively low surface density of this 
molecule (12).

Therefore, combinations of two or more B-cell-associa-
ted markers allow identifying pathologic cell clones with 
great accuracy, because most of B-NHLs show pattern of 
surface marker expression that improves differential dia-
gnosis. Thus, as far as pan B-cell molecules are concerned, 
typical B-CLL is CD19+, CD20-or dim, CD22- or dim, 
CD79b- or dim; MCL generally is CD19+, CD20+bright, 
CD22+, CD79b+; FL generally is CD19+dim, CD20+bright, 
CD22+bright, CD79b+ (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Different pattern of expression of B-cell markers in follicular lymphoma (FL), B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL) and hairy 
cell leukemia (HCL). From the top: CD19, CD20, CD22.
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CD5-positive B-NHLs

The CD5 molecule is a marker acquired by T-lympho-
cytes during thymic maturation. It is not specifi c of the 
T-lineage because a small normal B-lymphocyte subset, 
circulating in peripheral blood and residing in fetal and adult 
lymphoid tissue, expresses this molecule.

Some B-NHLs are characterized by aberrant CD5 ex-
pression. It is the case of B-CLL, which is typically CD5+, 
and MCL, which expresses this molecule in most cases 
(13). CD5 expression, however, is not restricted to these two 
types of B-NHLs. In fact, cases of marginal zone lymphoma 
(MZL), FL and DLBCL can express CD5, with a frequency 
that is not negligible. 

The incidence of CD5 molecule expression has been 
reported to be approximately 20-25% in some large series 
of splenic MZL diagnosed on the basis of cytological and 
immunophenotypic studies of peripheral blood (14, 15). 
In the few cases of splenic MZL with blood and spleen 
analyses previously reported, cells were CD5+ in the blood 
and bone marrow but were CD5- on spleen sections (16). 
A modulation of CD5 expression according to the involved 
compartment could account for these discordant results 
between blood and spleen, since CD5 expression can 
depend on the micro-environment. These CD5-positive 
splenic MZL cases have many similarities with classical 
CD5-negative splenic MZL cases, including their clinical 
presentation, cytological, morphological and immunological 
features, cytogenetics and molecular profi le, and are often 
characterized by higher lymphocytosis (17). This suggests 
that they could arise from a common B cell of the marginal 
compartment differing only by CD5 expression.

Cases of de novo CD5+ DLBCL, which are not a result 
of the transformation of B-CLL and MCL, have been re-
ported since 1995 (18). Recent studies show that this group 
of DLBCL has heterogeneous morphological features (mo-
nomorphic, giant cell-rich, polymorphic, immunoblastic), 
high recurrence of central nervous system involvement, 
frequent expression of bcl-2 protein, no derivation from 
germinal center (19).

FL can also express CD5 (20, 21) with a frequency of 
about 1% (22) and some cases of DLBCL derived from a 
FL are characterized by this feature (23).

CD10+ NHLs

The CD10 molecule is generally considered as typical of 
FL. It is a zinc metallopeptidase expressed in many normal 
tissue cell types, including early lymphoid progenitors and 
normal germinal center B cells. CD10 expression has been 
used as a diagnostic marker not only of germinal center-
derived B cell lymphomas, but also of germinal center 
B-cell-like DLBL and Burkitt lymphoma (BL). Aberrant 
expression of CD10 has also been observed in a variety 
of non-germinal center B-cell lymphomas, such as HCL, 
B-CLL/SLL, lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma (LPL), MZL, 
and MCL. This aberrant expression, when associated with 
other immunophenotypic anomalies, might be responsible 
for erroneous diagnoses. For example, peculiar cases of 
CD10+/CD5- MCL have been described (24), even with 

cytomorphology arranged in a nodular proliferation pattern 
with residual follicular dendritic network, closely mimicking 
low-grade FL (25). In such cases, further criteria should 
be used to make diagnosis, such as FISH for the specifi c 
translocations that characterize MCL and FL.

 

CD103+ B-NHLs

The molecule CD103, also termed mucosa lymphocyte 
antigen-MLA, is expressed on almost all intestinal intra-
epithelial lymphocytes, in about 40% of lamina propria 
T-lymphocytes in the intestine (26), in the majority of intra-
epithelial lymphocytes in extra-intestinal sites (27) and by 
0.5-5% T-lymphocytes in peripheral blood and peripheral 
lymphoid tissues. CD103 is also expressed by a subset of 
dendritic cells (28). Among the B-NHLs, HCL is characte-
rized by the peculiar co-expression of CD103, CD25 and 
CD11c (29). Thus, MFC assays with a MoAb combinations 
including this triplet allow easy detection of this subtype 
of lymphoproliferative disease both in peripheral blood 
and bone marrow samples. Variant cases of HCL lacking 
CD103 can be found (30). In such cases, diagnosis has to 
be confi rmed by more specifi c tests, such as immunohisto-
chemistry for annexin A1 (31). Other phenotypic variant 
cases can show co-expression of only CD103 and CD11c, 
lacking CD25. The differential diagnosis includes atypical 
HCL and CD103+ MZL (32). Annexin A1 has to be tested 
also in such cases.

CD23+ B-NHLs

CD23 is a low-affi nity IgE Fc receptor and a marker of 
activated B cells. It is expressed very weakly or is absent in 
resting mature peripheral blood and lymphoid tissue B cells 
(33). Among CD5+ B-cell lymphoproliferative disorders, 
expression of the CD23 antigen is useful for distinguishing 
B-CLL/SLL from MCL. The majority of SLL/B-CLL 
cases are CD23+, whereas MCL cases usually are CD23–. 
However, CD23 positivity can be observed in a subset of 
MCL, and this fi nding can lead to diagnostic confusion. The 
frequency of CD23 positivity in MCL is uncertain. In studies 
carried out by fl ow cytometry and 2- or 3-color methods, 
aimed to compare B-CLL/SLL and MCL, an overlapping 
CD23 staining has been found in up to 45% of cases (34). 
Thus, although CD23 intensity often is brighter in B-CLL 
than in MCL, its evaluation to differentiate these two types 
of B-NHLs seems to be useful only when its expression is 
negative.

 Positivity for CD23 can be found in several cases of 
FL. A recent report, carried out by fl ow cytometry in lymph 
node samples, showed CD23 expression in 70% of cases. 
This feature was more frequent in cases of grade 1 and 2 
and in inguinal lymph nodes, and correlated with a better 
prognosis (35).

CD23 expression is a frequent fi nding also in splenic 
MZL, with up to 50% positive cases in cases with co-ex-
pression of CD5 (36). This fi nding may cause diffi culties in 
the differential diagnosis with B-CLL and additional criteria, 
such as splenic histology, should be used to this aim.
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Other useful molecules

Other markers can be used in the MoAb panels when 
typing B-NHLs. CD200 (OX2), a transmembrane glyco-
protein with immunosuppressive functions, expressed on 
T-lymphocytes, dendritic cells, several solid tissues and 
weakly expressed by normal B-cells, can be used to improve 
diagnosis in B-NHLs. In fact, its overexpression seems to be 
a constant feature in B-CLL and in HCL, as demonstrated 
by both fl ow cytometry (37, 38) and immunohistochemistry 
(39). Therefore, its use may be useful in differential diagno-
sis with MCL, CD5+ MZL, variant subtypes of CD103+ 
lymphomas.

CD43 is another molecule with interesting biological 
characteristics. It is often considered as a T-cell lineage-
associated antigen, but can also be expressed by activated 
normal B-cells. Among B-NHLs, its expression shows no 
restriction since it is positive in about 65% B-CLL and MCL 
(40). However, CD43 can be useful in distinguishing B-CLL/
SLL from CD5+ MZL and from CD5+ FL. 

 The monoclonal antibody FMC7, originally described 
in 1981, is frequently used in immunophenotypic analy-
sis of B-NLHs, although it has never been clusterized. 
It recognizes an epitope of CD20, but cannot be used 
in alternative to this antigen. The epitope recognized by 
FMC7 is very sensitive to membrane cholesterol amounts 
and FMC7 expression will be different in cells with the 
same amount of CD20 molecules, if the cholesterol level 
varies (41). In addition, FMC7 seems to recognize a gly-
cosylated and multimeric CD20 complex (CD20 is usually 
a non-glycosylated molecule), which is not shown by all 
B-NHLs (42).

The FCM7 MoAb is generally used in the differential 
diagnosis of B-CLL from the other B-NHLs. A signifi cant 
correlation between CD20 and FMC7 expression has been 
found in typical B-CLL, in which low levels of both mar-
kers are very frequent. In the other B-NHLs both FMC7 
and CD20 are detected with higher levels and it has been 
hypothesized that the particular conformation of CD20 that 
is recognized by FMC7 is manifested only by cells with high 
CD20 levels (43).

CD38 is a membrane glycoprotein and is expressed on 
all pre-B lymphocytes and all plasma cells. During B-cell 
differentiation, this antigen is expressed in early stages, is 
lost during the intermediate stages of maturation, and reap-
pears during the fi nal stages of maturation. Measuring CD38 
expression in B-CLL provides useful pieces of information 
about prognosis, since CD38 expression on more than 20-
30% of the neoplastic cells seems to be associated with an 
unfavorable prognosis (44, 45).

ZAP-70 (zeta-associated protein with molecular weight 
of 70 kD) is a molecule used to transmit a signal from the 
T-cell receptor to downstream pathways. Most B cells lack 
ZAP-70 and instead use a related tyrosine kinase, Syk, 
for signal transduction. A subset of B-CLL with ZAP-70 
expression is characterized by unmutated IgVH gene and 
unfavorable prognosis. The simultaneous assessment of 
CD38 and ZAP-70 is able to identify different risk classes 
among B-CLL patients (45). ZAP-70 is an intracellular mo-
lecule and for its detection a cell permeabilization method 
has to be used. 

CD45 expression

The common leukocyte antigen, termed CD45, is a fa-
mily of glycoproteins with phospho-tyrosine phosphatase 
activity expressed on all cells of hematopoietic origin, except 
immature nucleated red cells and erythrocytes. CD45 seems 
to play an important role in the regulation of cell differentia-
tion. Various isoforms of this molecule (CD45RA, CD45RB, 
CD45RC, CD45RO) can be recognized by specifi c MoAbs, 
and the common part of the CD45 molecule is recognized 
by MoAbs used in routine fl ow cytometric analysis. CD45 
expression varies during B-cell ontogeny (46). B-cell pre-
cursors (hematogones) show relatively low levels of CD45, 
while mature B-cells show higher surface CD45 density 
(47). It has been found that lymphocytes from typical B-CLL 
show very low levels of CD45 and that HCL lymphocytes 
are characterized by the highest CD45 density among the 
various subtypes of low-grade B-cell NHL (48-50). Lym-
phocytes from MCL display slightly higher levels of CD45 
when compared with B-CLL lymphocytes, and interme-
diate values of CD45 expression are observed in the other 
NHL subtypes, such as LPL, MZL and FL (50). Measuring 
CD45 expression on lymphomatous lymphocytes could be 
useful to improve diagnosis in atypical cases. In fact, both 
the absence of CD23 in B-CLL and the presence of CD23 
in MCL are characterized by B very high levels of CD45 
expression, with a behavior that is clearly different from 
both typical CLL and typical MCL: these fi ndings should 
suggest the usefulness of further diagnostic tools (such as 
cytogenetics and/or PCR for bcl-1/JH translocation) in such 
cases. Similarly, B-CLL with atypical morphology, which 
has a negative prognostic impact (51), shows higher CD45 
expression than typical CLL cases, suggesting a different 
maturational level of such neoplastic cells (50).

Clonality assessment

Neoplastic mature B-lymphoid cells can be distinguished 
from normal cells also by the identifi cation of immunoglo-
bulin light chain class restriction. In contrast to most nor-
mal and reactive populations, neoplasms of mature B cells 
usually represent a single clone of cells that express only one 
class of immunoglobulin light chain, i.e. K or λ. Therefore, 
the so-called “K/λ analysis” is one of the technical steps 
routinely used in B-NLH immunophenotyping. A normal 
B-cell population shows a K/λ ratio with a very wide range, 
and K/λ ratios ranging 0.5:1 to 3:1 are generally used in 
most laboratories. On the contrary, a lymphomatous B-cell 
population show restriction for either K or λ light chain.

 Although often used as a surrogate marker of clonality, 
light chain class restriction has been reported in nonclonal 
reactive B-cell populations, such as nonclonal proliferations 
in tonsillar specimens during childhood and in multicentric 
Castleman disease (52). Moreover, B-cell clonality has been 
described in HCV infection, both by PCR assays (53) and by 
fl ow cytometry, even in absence of documented B-NHL (54). 
Therefore, it should not be assumed that immunoglobulin 
light chain class restriction is synonymous with monoclo-
nality or is by itself diagnostic of neoplasia. Therefore, the 
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results of FCI should be interpreted in conjunction with other 
clinical, morphologic, and sometimes genotypic data.

Identifi cation of a large relatively pure population of light 
chain–restricted B cells is fairly straightforward using FCI, 
and is usually refl ected in an abnormal kappa-lambda ratio. 
However, evaluation of the K/λ ratio may fail to identify 
smaller clonal populations admixed with reactive polyclo-
nal B cells. A more sensitive approach for the detection of 
light chain restriction is the separate evaluation of popu-
lations of cells that have a distinct phenotype and/or light 
scatter characteristics. For example, a different CD19 and/
or CD20 expression can be used to differentiate pathologic 
lymphocytes from the normal population, and K/λ analysis 
carried out separately is able to detect clonality with more 
precision. This approach can be used, for example, for the 
diagnosis of lymphoid neoplasms that have a large number 
of accompanying reactive cells, as seen in MZL. 

Interpretation of staining for K and λ immunoglobulin 
light chains can be made more diffi cult by the presence of 
nonspecifi c staining. Nonspecifi c (cytophilic) binding of 
antibodies can occur through association with Fc recep-
tors and adherence of antibody to damaged or dying cells. 
Binding of antibodies to non–B cells can be excluded by 
evaluating only cells that express one or more B-lineage–
associated antigens. Adequate technical procedures have to 
be carried out to minimize nonspecifi c staining and to avoid 
false-negative results. Samples have to undergo washings 
to remove plasma (which is rich of immunoglobulins and 
“captures” anti-K and anti-λ antibodies) and incubation 
with blocking reagents, such as heat-inactivated fetal calf 
serum. Nonspecifi c staining is frequently encountered in 
HCL. An apparent negative test can be due to deletion of the 
immunoglobulin epitope recognized by the antibody (55). 
Both nonspecifi c staining and apparent negative results can 
be minimize by using F(ab’)

2
 polyclonal antibodies directed 

to K and λ light chains: the lack of the Fc fragment avoids 
a nonspecifi c binding to cells, and the polyclonal nature of 
the antibodies facilitates the binding to several immunoglo-
bulin epitopes.

Clonality assessment by means of K/λ ratio is facilitated 
by the different behavior of immunoglobulin expression in 
several B-NHLs in terms of cell surface density. In many 
cases the surface immunoglobulin density is higher than 
the normal counterpart and neoplastic lymphocytes can be 

detected easier. In other instances, typically in B-CLL, the 
number of surface immunoglobulins is very low and the 
fl uorescence intensity obtained is lower than that observed in 
normal lymphocytes and in the other B-NHLs (Fig. 2). This 
phenomenon is responsible for the apparent lack of surface 
immunoglobulins in several cases of B-CLL and for the 
impossibility of determining K/λ ratio, and is probably due 
to a very low expression of all components of the membrane 
B-cell–receptor complex that includes immunoglobulins, 
CD20, CD22, and CD79b.

Cases of B-NHLs really lacking K or λ chains because 
of an absent immunoglobulin expression can be found, with 
a frequency of about 3% (56), and it has been shown that 
cases with more than 25% B cells lacking surface immuno-
globulins all represented lymphoma (55).

There is some evidence for cases with apparent dual 
light-chain expression (i.e. simultaneous K and λ chain 
expression) (56). In the presence of dual light-chain expres-
sion, however, a K/λ ratio will likely be a polytypic pattern, 
depending on the percent dual expressing cell population. 
However, the percentages of K+/CD19+ plus λ+/CD19+ B 
cells will exceed the total percent CD19+ B cells. In such 
cases, if the sum of K+/CD19+ plus λ+/CD19+ lymphocytes 
is 10% greater than the total percent of CD19+ B-cells, or if 
the dual light-chain expressing B-cell population comprises 
more than 10% of the total number of mature cells, clona-
lity is likely and a PCR study for IgH gene rearrangement 
should be performed.

 The interesting phenomenon of dual light-chain expres-
sion can be explained by an unusual pattern of immunoglo-
bulin gene rearrangement, which can also occur in normal 
subjects during B-cell ontogeny (57, 58) and needs a careful 
evaluation of cytograms and histograms.

Extending immunophenotyping to plasma cells

Some B-NHLs are characterized by plasma cells invol-
vement. It is the case of LPL and Waldenstr m Disease. 
LPL is a low-grade B-cell malignancy exhibiting a cyto-
logical spectrum of plasmacytic differentiation ranging 
from small lymphocytes to true plasma cells, and including 
cells with features intermediate between these two, referred 
to as plasmacytoid lymphocytes. LPL characteristically 

Fig. 2. Different immunoglobulin light chain expression in follicular lymphoma (FL), B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL) and hairy 
cell leukemia (HCL).
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has an associated monoclonal serum immunoglobulin M 
(IgM) paraprotein (sometimes an IgG or IgA monoclonal 
component), although neither the paraprotein isotype nor 
the quantity reliably distinguishes this type of B-NHL 
from other lymphoma types. In a subset of LPL patients, 
the paraproteinemia is associated with distinctive clinical 
fi ndings, such as serum hyperviscosity, cryoglobulinemia, 
autoimmune phenomena such as peripheral neuropathy, 
and amyloidosis. This latter type of lymphoma is called 
Waldenstr m Disease.

In these B-NHLs both lymphocytes and plasma cells 
show clonality (60, 61). When studying the plasma cell 
population, however, permeabilization techniques have to 
be carried out to detect immunoglobulin light and/or heavy 
chains, because in such cells they are located into the cyto-
plasm. MFC with at least 6 fl uorescence is able to perform a 
simultaneous evaluation of both pathologic cell populations 
(61). Immunophenotyping appears of great usefulness not 
only in the diagnostic phase, but also in the evaluation of 
response to therapy, since a different sensitivity towards 
therapy can be shown by lymphocytes and plasma cells. 

Multiparameter fl ow cytometry in composite, discordant, 
biclonal and collision lymphomas

“Composite lymphomas” are particular clinical entities 
characterized by the occurrence of two or more morphologi-
cally and immunophenotypically distinct lymphoma clones 
in a single anatomical site, i.e. within a single organ or tissue 
(62). Such cases have to be differentiated from the so-called 
“discordant lymphomas”, in which two distinct lymphomas 
involve different anatomical sites. MFC is very useful in 
such cases, and its diagnostic role appears of particular 
relevance in composite lymphoma, since the simultaneous 
staining with several monoclonal antibodies allows a clear 
separation of the two pathologic clones in most cases. This 
is particularly true when a different clonality is found (Fig. 
3). In alternative, a different expression of B-cell markers 
provides similar results.

A third peculiar behavior is represented by biclonal 
B-NHLs. In these cases a single lymphoma, with cohe-
rent morphology and monomorphous B-cell-associated 
markers behavior, shows biclonality, with two distinct cell 
populations after K/λ analysis. In such cases, confi rmation 

by PCR assays for IgH rearrangement is needed to detect 
the two distinct patterns. Rare case can show more than 
two different clones within an apparently single case of 
lymphoma (63).

The overall incidence of composite and biclonal B-NHLs 
might be estimated about 5% and is more frequent in HCL, 
DLBCL and atypical B-CLL (63).

Another peculiar occurrence is represented by a multidi-
rectional pathways of B-NLHs, with the rare occurrence of 
“collision lymphomas” (64). In such conditions two different 
clones of an identical type of B-NHL are found together with 
other B-cell diseases, such as multiple myeloma. MFC is 
a powerful tool to differentiate different B-cell clones (for 
example, by means of K/λ analysis), in association with 
morphology and immunohistochemistry.

The existence of the above peculiar presentations of 
B-NHLs emphasizes the necessity of using wide MoAb 
panels and of studying the immunophenotypic profi le in 
more than one anatomical site. In fact, immunophenotypic 
discrepancies between two different anatomical sites in 
the same patients can occur in up to 22% of cases (65). In 
some cases, there are concordant morphological features 
and discordant immunophenotype, but in other cases both 
morphology and immunophenotype are different. 

The different combinations of B-NHLs so far reported in 
the literature include FL and B-CLL/SLL, SLL and DLBCL, 
MCL and MZL, FL, and MCL, FL and DLBCL (62, 66). Pos-
sible hypotheses for the occurrence of such clinical presenta-
tions of B-NHLs include clonal selection, genomic instability 
and genetic predisposition, a common precursor cell.

 
Planning diagnostic panels

Flow cytometers currently available for diagnostic 
purposes are equipped with 2 or 3 lasers. Depending on 
number and type of lasers and on the dedicated software, 
it is possible perform 6 to 8 fl uorescence analyses. There-
fore, the current MoAb panels are more complex than in 
the past and allow detecting pathologic B-cell populations 
with more precision and sensitivity. The diagnostic power 
of MFC is particularly evident when very small pathologic 
cell populations have to be investigated in minimal residual 
disease setting after aggressive chemotherapy and stem cell 
transplantation.

Fig. 3. A case of composite lymphoma (bone marrow aspirate).  The population P2  (CD19+CD5-) shows restriction for surface lambda 
chain (grey), while the population P3 (CD19+CD5+) displays restriction for surface K chain (black).
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When several MoAbs are assembled together to organize 
the current diagnostic panels, a limited number of tubes have 
to be prepared, thus reducing sample processing costs.

Different MoAb panels are organized in every single 
laboratory, depending on experience of the observers, typo-
logy of instrumentation, availability of laboratory reagents, 
analysis technique. An example of a 7- and 8-color MoAb 
panel that can be used by a FacCanto II cytometer equipped 
with three lasers is shown in Table 1. 

The proposed panel, which uses only 4 tubes, is able to: 
analyze T, B and NK populations in the same tube, iden-
tifying an eventual CD19+/CD5+ B-cell population and 
its eventual CD38 expression; detect an eventual aberrant 
expression of CD4 or CD8 by B-cell, as can occur in some 
B-NHLs (67); measure co-expression of several B-cell-
associated markers and detect two or more B-cell subsets; 
measure K/λanalysis of different B-cell populations iden-
tifi ed by separate gates; detecting B-cells with HCL-like 
phenotype; detect hematogones, which percentage can be 
calculated separately from more mature normal B-cells and 
from pathologic lymphocytes. 

 The proposed panel is only an example among several 
possible way to assemble the diagnostic reagent. Depen-
ding on sample characteristics and/or specifi c necessities, 
additional panels can be organized. For example, in B-CLL 
additional tubes can be prepared for a better determination 
of CD38 expression, for ZAP-70 expression, for a more 
extensive analysis of cell phenotype (CD43, CD79b, etc.).

Specifi c MoAb panels have to be organized in order to 
detect minimal residual disease. This is particularly true in 
the case of B-CLL. It has been demonstrated that a MoAb 
combination containing CD5, CD19, CD20, CD38, CD81, 
CD22, CD79b and CD43, analyzed using a sequential gating 
strategy, is able to detect minimal residual disease between 
0.1-0.01% with low inter-laboratory variation and false detec-
tion rates. Experienced operators demonstrated an accuracy 
of 95.7% (specifi city 98.8%, sensitivity 91.1%). MFC sho-
wed close correlation and 95% concordance with RQ-ASO 
IgH-PCR for detection of B-CLL above 0.01% (68). 

 
Immunophenotype and diagnosis of B-cell lymphomas

 
Immunophenotyping is only one of the diagnostic step 

in a case of B-NHLs. Morphology, immunohistochemistry, 
conventional genetics and molecular genetics has to be used 
together in order to establish a correct diagnosis. Although 
several cases of B-NHLs display a highly suggestive phe-

notypic profi le, many B-cell lymphomas cannot be fully 
subclassifi ed by peripheral blood bone marrow immunophe-
notyping alone because no singular disease entity–specifi c 
antigen expressed on the cell surface has been identifi ed. 

In the past, there has been a clear tendency to subclassify 
B-cell lymphomas based on either peripheral blood or bone 
marrow immunophenotyping alone or in combination with 
bone marrow histopathology.

As far as the role of FCI in the classifi cation of mature B-
cell lymphoid neoplasms is concerned, most of investigators 
consider 4 broad groups as determined by their expression 
of CD5 and CD10: CD5+/CD10-, CD5-/CD10+, CD5+/
CD10+, and CD5-/CD10-. For each group, additional fl ow 
cytometric data in combination with the morphology can 
narrow down the diagnostic possibilities and direct the use 
of additional ancillary studies (1).

B-cell lymphoid neoplasms positive for CD5 and negati-
ve for CD10 include most patients with CLL/SLL and MCL, 
some patients with B-PLL, up to 20-25% of cases of MZL, 
some cases of DLBCL and FL, and possibly some patients 
with LPL. In addition, it should be remembered that CD5 is 
expressed on a population of normal B cells and therefore 
it should not be used in isolation to establish the presence 
of a neoplasm.

DLBCL and FL represent the most frequent CD10+, 
CD5- mature B-cell lymphoid neoplasms, followed by BL. 
CD10+ HCL is uncommon but can be easily overlooked 
if the appropriate antibody combinations are not included 
in an initial fl ow cytometric screening panel. CD10 ex-
pression in other types of lymphoma is unusual with only 
a few reports of CD10+ LPL, and very rare CD10+ MZL 
and MCL. It should also be remembered that CD10 is also 
expressed by normal follicular center B cells, precursor B-
lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphomas, subsets of mature T 
cells, precursor T-cell lymphoblasts, neutrophils, and some 
non-hematolymphoid cells. 

Mature B-cell neoplasms lacking expression of CD5 
and CD10 represent a diverse group that includes DLBCL, 
MZL, HCL, LPL, CD10- FL, and CD5- MCL. Further 
classifi cation usually requires correlation with morphology 
and often additional ancillary studies. 

 Mature B-cell lymphoid neoplasms expressing both 
CD5 and CD10 are uncommon. This group includes several 
different subtypes of lymphoma (in order of incidence): DL-
BCL, FL, MCL, CLL/SLL, BL, and rare individual reports 
of other mature B-cell malignancies.

Because of an evident overlap of membrane marker ex-
pression in a signifi cant percentage of cases, in the past two 

FITC PE PerCP-Cy5.5 PE-Cy.7 APC APC-Cy.7 Am-Cyan Pacifi c Blue
Tube 1 CD38 CD5 CD3 CD19 CD16/56 CD8 CD45 CD8

Tube 2 FMC7 CD22 CD20 CD5 CD23 CD19 CD45

Tube 3 K Lambda CD20 CD5 CD10 CD19 CD45

Tube 4 CD103 CD200 CD20 CD25 CD11c CD19 CD45

Tube 5 CD5 ZAP-70 CD3 CD19  CD38 CD45

The proposed MoAb panel is designed for cytometers equipped with three lasers (405, 488 and 633 nm). Tube 5 can be used to obtain a 
simultaneous staining of CD38 and ZAP-70 in B-CLL cases at diagnosis

Table 1. Example of a diagnostic panel with 6 to 8 fl uorescences.
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scoring systems were proposed, with the aim to differentiate 
the most frequent B-NHLs on the basis of the expression of 
selected markers (69-72). These scoring systems included 
the MoAb FMC7, which was considered as a very sensitive 
marker for distinguishing B-CLL from the other B-NHLs.

In a more recent paper, Morice et al (73) evaluated the 
effectiveness of peripheral blood and bone marrow immu-
nophenotyping in predicting the histologic B-cell lymphoma 
type in 252 patients, using a four-color method. The surface 
density of immunoglobulins and CD20 was a fundamental 
element of histogram and cytogram evaluation. In a second 
step, the fl uorescence intensity of CD5 and CD23 were 
considered as important variables, and the pattern of their 
expression was taken into special consideration. CD10 and 
CD103 staining were additional variables and, for CD103, 
dual CD11c/CD22 expression was checked for. 

 Seven immunophenotypic patterns were detected: pro-
totypic B-CLL, prototypic MCL, CD5+, nonspecifi c, partial 
CD5+, CD10+, prototypic HCL, B-NHL non specifi c (CD5-, 
CD10- and CD103-). CD5+ accounted for 69% of cases: 
prototypic B-CLL and MCL patterns yielded 96% e 99% 
specifi city values respectively, and 82% and 56% sensitivity 
values, respectively. The positive predictive value of CD5+ 
nonspecifi c and partial CD5+ pattern was 88% and 42%, 
respectively. Among 175 CD5+ cases, 55 were clustered 
into these two latter patterns. Both the B-CLL and the MCL 
phenotypes had highly predictive value only when all ex-
pected features are exhibited. Indeed, the CD5+ nonspecifi c 
category contained nearly equivalent numbers of B-CLL 
and MCL cases, without any possibility of distinguishing 
between the two possibilities because of overlapping fea-
tures. Cases with partial CD5+ pattern showed nonspecifi c 
immunophenotype, compatible con all B-NLHs.

Table 2 summarizes the various relevant immunopheno-
typic patterns that can be detected by MFC. Some patterns 
are highly suggestive for specifi c subtypes of B-NHLs, 
but in a non-negligible percentage of cases diagnosis must 
be established by a combination of parameters that can 
be detected by other techniques, such as morphology, im-
munohistochemistry, FISH and PCR assays for specifi c 
translocations. 

 It is interesting to notice that some immunophenotypic 
patterns are incompatible with specifi c B-NHLs subtypes. 
For example: CD5-/CD10+/CD23+ or CD5+/CD10+/CD23- 
and B-CLL; CD5+/CD10-/CD23+ and FL; CD5+/CD10-/
CD23- and BL; CD5+/CD10+/CD23- or CD5-/CD10+/
CD23+ and B-PLL; CD5+/CD10+/CD23- and MZL (74).

Conclusions
 The laboratory diagnosis of non B-NHls is usually 

accompanied by immunologic evaluation by immunohis-
tochemistry and/or multiparameter fl ow cytometry. Other 
techniques, such as conventional karyotyping, FISH, gene 
rearrangement studies for the IgH gene and/or specifi c 
translocations are often necessary. It should be clear that 
fl ow cytometry and other ancillary techniques serve an 
adjunctive role in the diagnosis and classification of 
hematopoietic neoplasms.. Although MFC offers many 
advantages in comparison to immunohistochemistry in the 
diagnosis and classifi cation of B-NHLs, it can also be used 
as a complementary rather than a competitive technique for 
this role. Despite its widespread use, however, proper use of 
antibodies and interpretation of fl ow cytometric data can be 
challenging not only for individuals with limited experience 
but also for fl ow technologists and pathologists well versed 
in this technique.

IMMUNOPHENOTYIC
PATTERN

Most probable 
diagnosis

Differential diagnosis Additional diagnostic information

CD5+, CD20dim,sIgdim,CD23+,CD200+,
CD22dim,FMC7-,CD10-

B-CLL 
(>80% of cases)

MZL, LPL, DLBCL Morphology, cyIg (LPL)

CD5+,CD20int,CD22int,CD23-/+,
FMC7+/-, sIg+,CD200-,CD10-

MCL Other CD5+ B-NHLs Morphology, cyclin-D1  [BCL-1/JH, 
t(11;14)]

CD5+,CD20bright,CD22+,CD23-/het,
sIgdim/int,FMC7+/-,

Nonspecifi c B-CLL, MCL, B-PLL, 
other B-NHLs

Morphology, CD200, cyclin-D1, CD103

CD5+het,CD20+,CD23-/+,CD200-,sIg+, 
CD22+

Nonspecifi c Various B-NHLs Morphology, t(1;14), t(14;18)/MALT-1, 
t(11;18), 

CD10+,CD5-,CD19dim,CD20+,CD22+,
sIg+

FL DLBCL, BL, LPL Morphology, BCL-2,
 c-MYC (BL), t(14;18), CD43 (BL)

CD10+,CD5+,CD20+,sIg+,CD19+/dim Rare cases of FL, 
MCL, BL

Rare cases of HCL Morphology, BLC-2, 
c-MYC, t(14;18), 
cyclin-D1, CD103

CD103+,CD11c+,CD25+,CD19+,
CD20bright,CD22+,CD200+, sIg+

HCL Morphology, Annexin-A1

CD103+,CD11c+,CD25-,CD20+,
CD22+,CD19+,CD200-,sIg+

HCL variant, MZL Morphology, Annexin-A1, t(1;14), 
t(14;18)/MALT-1, t(11;18)

CD5-,CD10-,CD19+,CD20+,CD22+,
sIg+,CD103-,CD200-,CD11c+/-

Nonspecifi c DLBCL, rare cases of 
MCL, FL, MZL, HCL

Morphology, Annexin-A1, BCL-2, 
cyclin-D1, t(14;18)/MALT-1

Dim: low fl orescence levels; bright: high fl uorescence levels; int: intermediate fl uorescence levels; het: heterogeneous fl uorescence dis-
tribution; +/-: combination of various possible patterns of fl uorescence (negative, positive, heterogeneous); sIg: surface immunoglobulins 
and/or immunoglobulin light chain (either K or λ).

Table 2. Immunophenotypic patterns detected by multiparameter fl ow cytometry and correlation with B-NHLs subtypes.
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Several well-done papers published in the past, reporting 
data obtained with 3- or 4-color fl ow cytometry, showed 
a good correlation with data obtained with bone marrow 
trephine biopsies (76-79). A signifi cant percentage of cases, 
however, showed discordant results between histology and 
immunophenotyping, suggesting the necessity of perform-
ing PCR assays and other genetic tests to establish a correct 
diagnosis. It is possible that fl ow cytometric panels with 
6-8 colors might improve sensitivity and specifi city of fl ow 
cytometry in this setting (Carulli G, unpublished). 

Flow cytometry shows high sensitivity and appears to be 
of particular usefulness in the detection of residual disease 
in some instances, such as B-CLL. The application of new 
MoAb panels including more sensitive combinations, aimed 
to detect antigenic patterns highly suggestive of lymphoid 
neoplasia, is possible with the more advanced cytometers 
now available. The combination of clonality and the simul-
taneous expression of several cell markers, giving rise to 
prototypic immunophenotypic patterns, seems to be able 
to improve accuracy of fl ow cytometry. 

 The ability of MFC to detect not only surface but also 
intracellular and intranuclear molecules such as receptors, 
enzymes, nucleic acid and protein products of specifi c 
genes is likely to lead to novel diagnostic and prognostic 
applications of this technique for several possible future 
uses in lymphoma management. Such applications might 
range from detection of novel specifi c surface, intracellu-
lar, or intranuclear protein products relevant in diagnosis, 
classifi cation, or prognostication, to evaluating enzyme 
activities for cell kinetics and tumor cell metabolism and 
response to drugs.
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